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MEMORANDUM 
 
Date:  January 22, 2019 
To:  Members of the Board of Education 
From:  Dr. Yvonne Curtis, Deputy Superintendent    
Subject: Talented and Gifted District Plan      
          
 
Overview: 
 
This memorandum provides a summary of the key goals and actions of our PPS Talented and 
Gifted District Plan of Action for 2019-2022. The plan is attached to this document and indicates 
our three-year actions to ensure implementation in every school. Following this summary, we 
articulate both the Division 22 administrative rule we reported to be out of compliance with in 
2018 and the corrective actions we have taken.  
 
Portland Public Schools TAG Plan Goals 
 
PPS has five major goals for providing comprehensive TAG services across the district: 
 

1. Goal- Improve the TAG identification process to automate identification and 
increase identification of historically underserved students.  
 
Action: District will provide universal testing in the fall for all 2nd graders using the 
Naglieri 3 and the NWEA MAP assessment. PPS will use the Naglieri 3 for intellectual 
identification and spring SBAC and NWEA MAP (nationally and locally normed test 
results) assessments for identification of talented and gifted in the areas of Math and 
Reading in Grades 3-12. Teacher and parent checklists and work samples may also be 
used for secondary evidence of identification when necessary. This action provides a 
systematic approach to identifying students which removes the barrier in our current 
identification process. We will strive to identify and provide services for all eligible 
students unless parents choose otherwise.  
 

2. Goal - Provide the professional development that prepares every teacher to provide 
instruction at the rate and level for every TAG student.  
 
Action: District will provide professional development to TAG facilitators, teachers, and 
administrators in meeting rate and level, depth of knowledge, instructional strategies, and 
use of formative assessments to inform instruction.  
 

3. Goal- Include differentiation and TAG extension options into all units during the 
core curriculum development.  
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Action: District will include in-depth Depth of Knowledge (DOK) TAG extensions and 
differentiated lessons, activities, opportunities, and projects into each GVC unit written in 
the new common core curriculum documents. 
 

4. Goal- Use formative assessment to inform classroom instruction. 
 
Action: District will use Measures of Annual Progress (MAP) assessment results/RIT 
scores to provide personalized learning opportunities for each student to meet rate and 
level in MAP assessed classrooms. Additionally, we will be able to monitor students’ 
progress over time.  
 

5. Goal- Create individual instructional plans for all talented and gifted students in the 
district.  
 
Action: District will work with campus committees that include teachers, TAG 
facilitators, and parents to create individual instructional plans to identify learning goals 
and identify classroom practices that would meet individual students learning needs.  
 

These are the goals we plan to address through our 2019-2022 District TAG plan. Steps 
identified in the attached document include a timeline for implementation. We will continually 
refresh and adjust professional development to provide ongoing support to teachers and 
administrators. 
 
Oregon State Division 22 Administrative Rules 
 
Portland Public Schools was required to take corrective action in 2018 to come into compliance 
with the Oregon State Division 22 OAR 581-022-2500(4) which states: “The instruction 
provided to identified students shall be designed to accommodate their assessed levels of 
learning and accelerated rates of learning.”  
 
According to the Oregon Revised Statute (June 22, 2012- ORS 343.409) a school district shall 
provide educational programs and/or services to talented and gifted students enrolled in public 
schools under rules adopted by the Board of Education. There is no specific definition for how a 
district must design such programs or services but a flexible system of viable program options 
that provide a learning continuum developed throughout the district and reinforces the strengths, 
needs, and interests of TAG students should be taken into consideration. 
 
The response from the Oregon Department of Education (ODE) to our PPS plan for corrective 
action stated, “It is the Department’s interpretation of its rule that each individual TAG student 
will be provided instruction at her or his rate and level of learning whenever appropriate to that 
particular student’s TAG identification.  In order for this to happen, teachers must be able to 
differentiate instruction and continually assess to determine whether rate and level is being met 
for each TAG identified student. In consultation with the Department, the district has proposed 
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corrective action that includes professional development for all teaching staff. TAG staff has 
indicated that the professional development will include targeted rate and level instructional 
practices. We have determined that this corrective action is appropriately tailored to address the 
deficiency reported by the district.” 
 
In PPS we have a Board Policy that directs us to provide classroom or school programs designed 
to promote educational opportunity for talented and gifted students commensurate with their 
ability.  In order to meet this requirement we must meet the rate and level of our TAG students.  
As a district we have not yet fully met District 22 requirement to show that we do in fact meet 
rate and level of TAG students in the instructional setting. First, we must ensure that all teachers 
have an understanding of rate and level and how we can meet this standard in the classroom. 
This is why we recommend that we provide professional development about rate and level for 
our corrective action. The first round of professional develop will be complete by January 31, 
2019 bringing us into compliance with the 2018 corrective action.  
 
The steps identified in our 2019-2022 TAG plan will bring PPS into compliance of ensuring all 
TAG students are identified and will receive instruction at their rate and level. 
 
 
Attachments:  
1. Talented and Gifted District Plan  
2. TAGAC End of Year Report 2017-2018 
3. TAG student demographics 
 



 

 
 
 
 
PPS Talented and Gifted Advisory Council End-of-Year Report, June 2018 
 
 
The District’s TAG Advisory Council (TAGAC) is charged to make recommendations to the TAG Administrator, 
the Superintendent, and the School Board with respect to services for talented and gifted students in Portland 
Public Schools. This serves as our end-of-year report for the 2017-2018 school year. 
 
Although we have seen improvements since the school district hired a dedicated TAG Director in 
2015—including, notably, implementation of true universal TAG testing for cognitive ability in 2nd grade and 
streamlining of testing—many areas of concern with TAG services are unchanged since the Oregon Department 
of Education last worked through a corrective action process with Portland Public Schools between 2009-2011. 
Namely, the district continues to lack concrete and predictable services that meet all identified students at their 
accelerated rate and assessed level of learning as required by Oregon Administrative Rule 581-022-2500. PPS has 
self-reported its non-compliance with Division 22 TAG requirements for the past two years. 
 
We assert that these issues cannot be tackled by the TAG department on its own, as they cross departmental, 
curricular, and budgetary boundaries. Truly addressing them requires not only a district champion in the shape of 
the TAG department, but also that TAG learning be included as a regular part of discussions across the system.  
 
We believe this is a moment of great opportunity. As our new PPS leadership team brings online new assessment 
tools and creates scope and sequence plans, it can ensure that teachers finally have the structural and curricular 
tools they need to support all our district’s learners, including the atypical ones. 
 
While these changes are underway, we expect all of these best practices for accelerated learners to be maintained 
or improved:  

● Universal 2nd grade testing for cognitive ability 
● Early entry to kindergarten 
● Whole grade acceleration 
● Single subject acceleration in mathematics 
● Compacted math (CY1 and CY2) at all K-8 and middle schools  1

● ACCESS Academy alternative school for highly gifted students 

 
In addition, here are specific areas of focus we believe could improve accelerated learners’ experience in PPS and 
help bring the district into compliance with state law.   

1 Until recently, the district routinely did not offer compacted math at most Title 1 schools. See “Portland Public Schools Shortchanges 
Low-income Students in Classes and Class Time,” Oregonlive.com 1/2016: 
http://www.oregonlive.com/opinion/index.ssf/2016/01/portland_public_schools_shortc.html 

 

http://www.oregonlive.com/opinion/index.ssf/2016/01/portland_public_schools_shortc.html


 

TAG identification and Services for English Language Learners 
“[R]equire that assessments for identification of academically gifted students are administered in the native 

language of ELL students when appropriate assessments are available in those languages.”  

“[P]rovide for and carry out policies for the identification of ELL students who have the potential to perform at 

the 97th percentile for academic achievement when there are no standardized tests available in the students’ 

native language.” 

Oregon Department of Education letter to PPS, 11/2009  
2

 
In the Oregon Department of Education’s letter to PPS in 11/2009, ODE specifically instructed PPS to work on 
increasing the representation of ELL students in TAG. Still, in the 2015-16 school year—the most recent year that 
TAGAC has comparative data for—ELL students were the least represented of all historically underserved groups 
in TAG with fewer than 1 percent of TAG students also classified as ELL, as opposed to 8 percent of all district 
students. It is unclear how many former ELL students are TAG identified. We anticipate a gap due to 
overwhelming trend of racial disparities in identification for gifted education . Yet we encourage the district to 3

track this metric to show progress in closing the achievement gap for highly-capable emergent bilinguals. 
 
The TAG Department’s recent proposal to use the Culturally, Linguistically and/or Economically Diverse 
(CLED) Scales for identifying TAG Potential students may be a step toward fulfilling this promise. However, PPS 
also needs to acquire tests and proctor student testing in all 5 of  PPS’ supported languages. As part of a systemic 
approach to TAG services, this testing could be discussed as part of “newcomer services,” now under 
development in order to match students with appropriate services before they become further at risk. 
 
Although representative identification is important, TAG identification only matters if it is paired with targeted 

interventions that keep students engaged and growing academically; this is especially true for historically 

underserved populations. For this reason, we request that PPS also implement services to serve TAG ELL 
students at their accelerated rate and assessed level of learning. 
 
Dual language immersion programs (DLI) are an obvious opportunity to reach ELL-TAG students . Culturally 4

relevant push in or pull out services for the DLI setting should be developed. Current scope and sequence, 
curricular materials, and professional development for DLI lag behind an already antiquated PPS system. Some 
PPS schools state that the mere existence of DLI  or world language  is a TAG service. This may be true in the 5 6

early years for a native English speaker, but it is certainly not true for the accelerated language arts learner whose 
native language is the target language. TAGAC also fields questions about students—particularly in early 
elementary school—who are not provided instruction at their assessed rate and level for math in DLI because their 
grasp of mathematical terms in the target language is relatively weak. The rate and level of math instruction 
should match the mathematical ability, even if it requires language scaffolding in the DLI context. Finally, the 

2 See http://www.tagpdx.org/ODE_to_PPS_11_12_09.pdf 
3 See “The “Invisible” Gifted and Talented Bilingual Students” 
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0162353211432041?journalCode=jegb and “Identifying English Language Learners for Gifted 
and Talented Programs”  https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02783193.2007.11869221  
4 See “Dual-Language Gifted Education and Its Evaluation” https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-1-4020-6162-2_66  
5 https://www.pps.net/cms/lib/OR01913224/Centricity/Domain/196/Building%20TAG%20Plans/Scott%20BuildingTAGPlan2016-2018.docx 
6 https://www.pps.net/cms/lib/OR01913224/Centricity/Domain/196/Building%20TAG%20Plans/Chavez_TAG_Plan_2016_2018.doc 
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district should explore creating dual-language immersion/TAG focus option schools or strands—like those in 
Tucson, AZ ; Pinellas County, FL ; El Paso, TX ; and Salt Lake City, UT .  7 8 9 10

 
TAG Identification and Services for Twice Exceptional Learners 
“Both [SPED and TAG] have responsibility, and both should work in cooperation with students who are twice 

exceptional.” 

“The legal requirements are the same as with a TAG student who is not twice exceptional. The student’s abilities 

will determine appropriate instruction.”  

Oregon Department of Education TAG FAQ  
11

 
Twice exceptional students—those who have advanced cognitive abilities or achievement in math or reading that 
coexist with specific learning disabilities like attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, autism spectrum disorder, 
dyslexia, or dysgraphia—are a heterogeneous sub-population that is at high risk both academically and 
social-emotionally . In order to stay on track for high school graduation, these students may require interventions 12

to manage frustration, socio-emotional wellbeing, and increasing academic demands.   13

 
Twice exceptional students are a difficult subpopulation to identify as TAG because their cognitive ability may 
mask their disability—particularly in elementary school . Twice-exceptional students may also be less likely to 14

get supports through an Individualized Education Program (IEP) because they are more likely to be working at 
grade level than similarly disabled peers  and may thus be steered towards, or only eligible for, 504 plans —a 15 16

sub-group PPS does not track. In the 2015-16 school year—the most recent year that TAGAC has comparative 
data for—5 percent of TAG students were also receiving special education service through an IEP, as opposed to 
13 percent of all district students. Yet 11 to 14 percent of students at the district’s alternative school for highly 
gifted students, ACCESS, have an IEP. Understanding these identification trends—including 504 numbers and the 
distribution within TAG qualifying scores—will be critical to addressing issues of twice-exceptional learners in 
PPS. 
 
We also request that PPS examine its special education (IEP and 504) and discipline processes to identify and 
implement practices that would increase coordination with TAG identification and services. A systematic 
approach to this issue would cross the boundaries between Special Education staff, classroom teachers, and the 
TAG department to include professional development around characteristics common to underachieving gifted 
students. It would also include triggers for one-on-one educational testing—such as the Wechsler Intelligence 

7 http://hollinger.tusd1.schooldesk.net/Home/ctl/view/itemid/144382?returnurl=http://hollinger.tusd1.schooldesk.net/ 
8 https://www.pcsb.org/Page/6792 
9 https://www.episd.org/Page/667 
10 https://emerson.slcschools.org/academics/programs-options/extended-learning-program-elp 
11 http://www.oregon.gov/ode/learning-options/TAG/Pages/TAG-FAQ.aspx 
12 See “Twice Exceptional: Multiple Pathways to Success”. https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-1-4020-6162-2_23  
13 See “Critical Issues in the Identification of Gifted Students with Co-existing Disabilities: The Twice Exceptional” in Sage Open: 
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/2158244013505855 
14  See “The Identification of Gifted Students with Learning Disabilities: Challenges, Controversies, and Promising Practices.” 
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-1-4419-9116-4_3  and “Creating a Toolkit for Identifying Twice Exceptional Students” 
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.4219/jeg-2007-513  
15 See “The Identification of Gifted Students with Learning Disabilities: Challenges, Controversies, and Promising Practices.” 
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-1-4419-9116-4_3  
16 Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act requires that schools make accommodations for students with disabilities who do not require 
specialized instruction. 
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Scale for Children—by a school psychologist as part of both the TAG and the districts’ system of behavioral 
support systems .  Likewise, TAG personnel should also attend TAG identified students’ IEP meetings. This 17

cooperation is particularly important for twice-exceptional students because instruction at the appropriate rate and 
level can be a critical intervention to increase their self-worth and reduce negative behaviors and alienation 
associated with school . 18

 
Rate and Level Instruction in Elementary Schools 
“[The district must show] evidence of use of TAG Lesson Planning Template with embedded TAG lesson.” 

“Pre-assessment was in place in many lesson plans, but whole group instruction continued. Therefore, 

pre-assessment appeared not to drive instruction for TAG students.” 

“The building TAG plan is not a substitute for clear communication with parents and students about accelerated 

learning opportunities.” 

ODE corrective action letter to PPS, 5/2011  
19

 

The district has long claimed differentiation in heterogeneous classrooms as its main technique for delivering 
TAG services while failing to provide teachers with professional development in TAG best practices or 
standardized curricular materials for out-of-level learners. Our new leadership has an opportunity to make 

radical progress with these issues when designing scope and sequence and planning the new roll-out of district 

professional development.  
 
Mindful inclusion of TAG extensions in scope and sequence work, for example, would be a big step towards 
supporting teachers’ efforts to differentiate, especially if teachers also have access to adaptive assessment tools 
that can accurately test how far above grade level a student is working. 
 
Additionally, the system-wide adoption of two proven best practices—clustering TAG students with similar 
strengths in groups of 3-5 in elementary classrooms  and using flexible ability grouping  for instruction—could 20 21

make differentiation much more effective. Both these techniques were included in the TAG Department’s 
proposal for a continuum of TAG services, presented to the School Board’s Teaching and Learning Committee on 
3/8/17.  Notably, these techniques are used successfully by neighboring districts that serve a higher percentage of 22

historically underserved students, such as David Douglas.  
 
Elementary school administrators usually point to the difficulty of aligning schedules as the biggest structural 
barrier they face when providing one of the most proven of TAG services, acceleration. This problem, however, is 
not present in middle school as students move to a 6 or 8 period day. Middle schools also provide economies of 

17See “The Identification of Gifted Students with Learning Disabilities: Challenges, Controversies, and Promising Practices.” 
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-1-4419-9116-4_3  
18See “Interventions work, but we need more!” https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-1-4419-9116-4_11  
19 See letter from Oregon Department of Education, 5/2001: http://www.tagpdx.org/PPS%20ltr%20mailed%205-31-11.pdf 
20 See Karen B. RFogers, Ph.D’s “Re-Forming Gifted Education: How Parents and Teachers Can Match the Program to the Child”: 
http://www.greatpotentialpress.com/re-forming-gifted-education 
21 See James A Kulik and Chen-Lin C.Kulik’s “Effects of Ability Grouping on Student Achievement”: 
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/1066568870230105?journalCode=ueee20 
22 See meeting materials for details: 
https://www.pps.net/cms/lib/OR01913224/Centricity/domain/171/board%20committees/teaching%20and%20learning/3_8_17%20TL%20Final
%20Packet.pdf 
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scales when dealing with accelerated learners, as students come together from multiple feeders. The TAG 
Department’s proposal for a continuum of TAG services included middle school academies that offered cohort 
classes in humanities and science as well as ability placement in math, allowing students to accelerate beyond the 
present compacted math pathway. Beaverton offers a similar model with their SUMMA academies for middle 
school students who meet specific qualifications.    23

 
Access to Accelerated Learning Opportunities in Middle and High School 
“Provide access for all TAG students to accelerated programs, including programs that may not be available in a 

student’s own school.” 
“Fulfilling the Oregon TAG mandate must include ‘proof of systemization of accelerated learning opportunities, 

especially postsecondary options available to TAG students at all PPS high schools.’” 

Corrective Action letter from Oregon Department of Education to PPS, May 31, 2011 and July 1, 2011.  
24

 
Acceleration is the most effective curriculum intervention for TAG students; a review of 380 studies revealed that 
almost all forms of acceleration result in growth in achievement . The Oregon TAG mandate should be most 25

easily fulfilled in middle and high school, as students have more opportunity to access classes that fit their 
advanced level (if not their accelerated rate) of learning in different subjects. However, limited access to advanced 
coursework has been a frequent target of corrective action for PPS and has reemerged as an issue recently. 
 
Although School Board Policy 6.10.100-P  says that students should receive high school credit for equivalent 26

course work taken prior to 9th grade, a proposal now under discussion  would limit which science classes count 27

toward graduation requirements and specifically forbid students from taking one or more of the required science 
courses in middle school. The first of these courses to be implemented, freshman Patterns Physics, was designed 
specifically for students who have not completed Algebra. This creates a disconnect with PPS’ only widely-used 
path to acceleration, Compacted Math, which is taken by students across the district.  
 
While we appreciate efforts to create a clear pathway for science, we must note that to comply with state law, PPS 

must provide clear pathways for acceleration. Recent actions remove an opportunity for acceleration rather than 
expanding it. Alternative paths to acceleration might include developing a standard middle school offering of 
Patterns Physics available to students who have science interest; allowing students to test out of Patterns science 
curricula; and adding lessons that cover NGSS standards into the AP and IB curriculum so that these courses can 
be used to cover this material at a more advanced level. As it may be easier, logistically, to support students who 
need radical acceleration in one PPS high school, the district could also revive the ACCESS Academy high school 
program   28

23 For a description of Beaverton’s SUMMA program, see https://www.beaverton.k12.or.us/depts/tchlrn/Pages/TAG_Summa-Information.aspx 
24 See Corrective Action letter May 31, 2011: http://www.tagpdx.org/PPS%20ltr%20mailed%205-31-11.pdf and also Corrective Action letter 
July 1, 2011: http://www.tagpdx.org/PPS%20ltr%20mailed%207-1-11.pdf  
25 Colangelo, Nicholas; Assouline, Susan G.; Gross, Miraca U. M. “A Nation Deceived: How Schools Hold Back America’s Brightest Students.” 
Iowa City, IA. Connie Belin & Jacqueline N. Blank International Center for Gifted Education and Talent Development, 2004. 
26  Board Policy 6.10.100-P, High School Credit Earned Prior to Ninth Grade: 
https://www.pps.net/cms/lib/OR01913224/Centricity/Domain/4814/6.10.100-P.pdf 
27 See minutes for 4/9/2018 Teaching and Learning Committee, 
https://www.pps.net/cms/lib/OR01913224/Centricity/domain/171/board%20committees/teaching%20and%20learning/T_L%204_9%20Notes.p
df 
28 ACCESS was approved as a 1-12 program by School Board Resolution 2148. It is described in the original ACCESS charter: 
http://www.pps.k12.or.us/depts/tag/program/access_draft5.pdf 
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(currently located at Grant high school, but unsupported by PPS or Grant administration), open up admissions for 
the program at 9th grade, and develop an acceleration pathway at a single high school.  
 
Predictable and Automatic TAG Services 
“Institute a monitoring process to make TAG program policy implementation and practice consistent across the 

entire district. While the district may want to allow individual buildings a measure of autonomy as they serve 

communities with unique identities and populations, the district must demonstrate that it is upholding its 

responsibility  to see that those buildings comply with the TAG statutes and administrative rules.”  

ODE corrective action letter to PPS, 11/2009 

 
No matter what TAG services PPS offers, students must also be able to access them automatically—without 
parent intervention or advocacy. The current Compacted Math pathway is a good example of a pathway that is 
relatively easy to access. We believe, for instance, that a 90th percentile score on a nationally-normed math 
achievement test—either during SBAC testing, as that continues, or Iowa testing—should automatically trigger an 
offer of Single Subject Acceleration (SSA) in Mathematics. Instead, a child that just demonstrated a high level of 
achievement compared to age-level peers is subjected to more tests in a deficit-based framework looking for 
knowledge “gaps.” The district must put uniform structural supports in place to get students the instruction they 
need. The current policy of requiring parents to transport their 5th or 8th grade students daily to the nearest middle 
or high school for instruction if they pursue single subject acceleration is a shameless inequity that could be 
prevented by system-wide thinking and support structures. 
 
A Dedicated TAG Administrator 
As a final note, we want to acknowledge the departure of the current TAG director, Andrew Johnson, to take a 
principal position in southwest Portland. Although efforts to institute true TAG services across the district require 
inter-departmental efforts, we expect the district to fill this important role as the point person for TAG services. In 
the recent past, when the head of the Teaching and Learning department was charged with TAG among many 
other duties, the result was no district focus on TAG learning at all. The person who fills this position should have 
a background in TAG education and must be included in critical discussions taking place now about scope and 
sequence and professional development. We look forward to collaborating with Mr. Johnson’s successor at 
monthly TAGAC meetings to ensure that our district meets the needs of all its learners. 
 
This report was approved by a unanimous vote of the TAGAC membership on June 11, 2018. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Scholle McFarland 
TAGAC Chair 
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 Portland Public School District 

Talented and Gifted Education Plan 2019-2022

  Oregon Department of Education, Office of Teaching, Learning, and Assessment  1 

ELEMENT ONE:  ORS 343.397 (1) and OAR 581-022-1330 (1) - (3) (a) 

STATEMENT OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT POLICY ON THE EDUCATION OF 

TALENTED AND GIFTED STUDENTS 

☒1 A: POLICIES:  Local School Board Policies:

 PPS School Board Policy: 6.10.015-P 

Talented and Gifted Education 

1. The district is committed to an educational program that recognizes the unique value,

needs and talents of the individual student.  Curriculum and instruction designed to

meet the level and rate of learning of talented and gifted students is an integral part of

this commitment.  Talented and gifted students means those children who require

special education programs or services, or both beyond those normally provided by

the regular school program in order to realize their contribution to self and society

and who demonstrate outstanding ability or potential in one or more of the following

areas:

a. Intellectual ability

b. Unusual academic ability in reading or mathematics

2. The Board, therefore, directs district staff to provide classroom or school programs

designed to promote educational opportunity for talented and gifted students

commensurate with their ability.

3. The district has established an appeals process for parents to utilize if they are

dissatisfied with identification process or appropriateness of programs and services

provided for their talented and gifted student.

History: Adpt 3/10/83; Amd 10/26/95; Amd 9/9/02; BA2421 

☒1B:  POLICIES:  District’s Mission Statement:

Mission: Every student by name prepared for college, career and participation as an active 

community member, regardless of race, income or zip code. 

☒1C:  POLICIES:  Talented and Gifted Education Philosophy:

 TAG Department Vision for 2018-2019 

Encouraged by the PPS equity policy and community input, we are investing in 

improvements in our effort to create a program to meet the unique and diverse needs of all 

students. We will collaborate with all neighborhood schools to support programs to address 

TAG students’ needs, develop and nurture students who show potential for demonstrating 

high levels of critical thinking, and establish a pathway to positive partnerships with families. 
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TAG students will become collaborative learners who have the skills necessary to positively 

impact the world around them. 

PPS has five major goals for providing comprehensive TAG services across the district: 

1. TAG identification improvement- improve universal screening practices to automate 
identification and to increase identification of historically underserved students.

2. Professional development for staff- train TAG facilitators, teachers, and administrators 
in rate and level, depth of knowledge, classroom look fors, and using formative 
assessments to inform instruction.

3. Curriculum development- include in-depth DOK/TAG extensions and differentiated 
lessons, activities, opportunities, and projects into each GVC unit written in the new 
common core curriculum documents.

4. Use formative assessment to inform instruction- use MAP assessment results/RIT 
scores to provide personalized learning opportunities for each student.

5. Create individual instructional plans - work with campus committees that include 
teachers, TAG facilitators, and parents to create individual instructional plans to identify 
learning goals and identify classroom practices that would meet individual TAG students 
learning needs.

ELEMENT 2: ORS 343.397 (2) and OAR 581-022-1330 (1) - (3) (b) 

AN ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 

PROVIDED BY THE DISTRICT FOR TALENTED AND GIFTED CHILDREN 

Talented and gifted education is a needs-based program emanating from the student’s 

identified need for TAG services.  Once identification is established, the student should 

receive instruction aligned to her/his area(s) of identified need(s) or strength(s).  Current 

services in PPS vary by campus and classroom.  

2A: TAG SERVICE - IDENTIFICATION:   Identification, Instruments, Body of 

Evidence, Cumulative Record File, Transfer Students  

Currently Portland Public School District uses the CogAT 7 for intelligential identification in 

grades K-12, ITBS K-2 for academic identification in Math and/or Reading and the SBAC 

spring scores for grades 3-12.  All 2nd grade students are screened using the CogAT 7 

Screener in the fall for possible TAG identification.  For the school year 2018-2019 the TAG 

Department identified 1,183 2nd graders who met the threshold of 75% or higher to be 

nominated for full CogAT test for intellectual giftedness. Eighty two percent of the students 

identified in the screener applied for further testing in order to be potentially identified.  

Portland Public School District currently has 2,654 students identified under the category of 

General Intellectual, 2,447 identified as Academic in Math, 2,979 identified as Academic in 

Reading and 1,983 as Potential to Perform. Some of these students identified may have 
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qualified in more than one area and have been counted more than once. Presently, the body 

of evidence used to identify students for TAG services includes:  TAG Nomination and 

Identification Forms, students work samples, nationally and locally normed test results, and 

parent and teacher surveys. The TAG eligibility team consists of the schools’ TAG 

Facilitator, and/or school administration, the child’s classroom teacher(s) and a TAG TOSA 

(teacher on special assignment).  The TAG Department verifies accuracy and confirms 

identification.  

In an attempt to increase the identification and services provided to historically underserved 

students, PPS will be creating a systematic identification process which will be designed in 

the 2019 spring semester for implementation in the fall of 2019. Starting in the 2019-2020 

school year, PPS will use the Naglieri 3 for intellectual identification and spring SBAC and 

NWEA MAP (nationally and locally normed test results) assessments for identification of 

talented and gifted in the areas of Math and Reading in Grades 3-12. Universal testing will be 

done in the fall for 2nd grade using the Naglieri 3 and the MAP assessment. Teacher and 

parent checklists and work samples may also be used for secondary evidence of 

identification.  PPS will take a systematic approach to identifying students with a barrier free 

identification process by using an opt-out process for parents as opposed to an opt-in through 

application.  

Once a student is identified as TAG, PPS will create a digitized cumulative folder with the 

identification letter, nomination form, parent letter, parent communication, and records of 

participation. If a student transfers from another school district in Oregon and was previously 

identified at a gifted student they are not automatically identified in PPS as TAG but may 

demonstrate evidence through school records. Assessments and criteria used for 

identification will be evaluated for final determination. There is no time limit for this process 

and may occur at any time. If a child transfers from another state the same process applies.  
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2B: SPECIAL PROGRAMS:  INSTRUCTION FOR TAG STUDENTS:  What 

instructional services are provided to identified Talented and Gifted Students at the 

elementary, middle, and high school levels?  [OAR 581-022-1330 (4)] 

Elementary Middle School High School 

Flexible Grouping (Teacher Discretion) 

Strategies to address Depth & Complexity- (To be included in PPS Common Core Curriculum) 

Talented and Gifted Identification  K-12 – (97th-99th percentile) 

Potential Talented and Gifted  K-12- (Potential to Perform) 

ACCESS Academy 1-8  (99th% and Demonstrated 

Need) 

● IBPYP - selected

schools

● IBMYP- selected

schools

● Compacted Math

Cy1 and Cy2 (by

examination)

● IB- selected schools

● AP- selected schools

● CTE

● Dual Credit

● Middle College-

Jefferson High

Single Subject Acceleration: Math grades 2-7 (by 

examination) 

Whole Grade Acceleration (by examination and committee decision) 
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☒1. GROUPING & PLACEMENT

Differentiating in four foundation areas (reading/language arts, math, science, social 

studies) through flexible grouping: 

Currently there is not a system-wide approach to flexible grouping across Portland Public 

Schools. Flexible grouping is a fluid classroom approach of clustering within the classroom. 

Students working at the same rate and level so they can progress at a deeper or accelerated 

level. This instructional practice varies by campus and teacher. With the implementation of 

the NWEA MAP exams, we will begin training teachers to use student rate and level reports 

to provide flexible grouping opportunities across the system.  

Training to begin in 2019-2020 to be able to offer the following system wide: 

K-5: Opportunities to participate in flexible grouping within their campus classrooms.

6-8: Opportunities to participate in flexible grouping, curricular acceleration, cross-curricular

projects and projects and IB MYP courses at IB MYP schools.

9-12: Opportunities to participate in AP, IB or dual credit courses in at least two foundation

areas, work with a professional mentor to produce high level products based on interest and

possible career path.

☒2.  INSTRUCTIONAL CORE

Differentiating in four foundation areas (reading/language arts, math, science, social 

studies) through the addition of the dimensions of depth and complexity: 

Currently there is not a system-wide approach to the incorporation of the dimensions of depth 

and complexity across Portland Public Schools. This instructional practice varies by campus 

and teacher. With the creation of a guaranteed and viable curriculum and common core 

curriculum across the district, PPS will include the following DOK dimensions in units 

available to teachers in math and ELA as developed. The following skills and knowledge will 

be included in extension options for meeting rate and level within the written curriculum: 

K-2: Identifies and defines dimensions, e.g. recall, infer, predict, hypothesize, critique,

analyze, prove, synthesize, of depth and complexity and relates them to the foundation areas.

3-5: Identifies keywords that define the dimensions, e.g. recall, infer, predict, hypothesize,

critique, analyze, prove, synthesize of depth and complexity; uses the dimensions as prompts

to form questions and/or answers.

6-8: Integrates the dimensions, e.g. recall, infer, predict, hypothesize, critique, analyze,

prove, synthesize of depth and complexity with the content imperatives in courses.

9-12: Integrates the dimensions, e.g. recall, infer, predict, hypothesize, critique, analyze,

prove, synthesize of depth and complexity with the content imperatives in AP, IB or dual
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credit courses, conducts interdisciplinary studies, and makes decisions based on reasoned 

arguments using dimensions of depth and complexity and content imperatives as 

substantiation. 

☒ 2 B 2:  SPECIAL PROGRAM INSTRUCTION:  Optional Instructional Formats:

Please list any other instructional formats that are available at elementary, middle or high

school levels? Jefferson Middle College, IBPYP, IBMYP, Virtual Scholars, Portland

Evening Scholars, Summer Scholars, Dual Credit

☒ 2 B 3:  SPECIAL PROGRAMS INSTRUCTION:  Advanced Placement Course

Offerings:   Our district offers 27 Advanced Placement courses. These Advanced Placement

courses are available to all students at non-IB schools:

Biology, Calculus AB, English Language & Composition 

Advanced Placement course offerings for the 2018-2019 school year that are offered at 

selected schools: 

 US History, US Government & Politics, World History, European History, Human 

Geography, Psychology, Psychology, Macroeconomics, Microeconomics, Studio Art 2D 

Design, Studio Art 3D Design, Studio Art Drawing, Music Theory, Calculus AB, 

Calculus BC, Statistics,, English Literature & Composition, Chemistry, Physics 1: 

Algebra-based, Physics 2, Physics C: Electricity and Magnetism, Physics C: Mechanics, 

Environmental Science, Spanish Language & Culture, Spanish Literature and Culture, 

Chinese Language & Culture, Japanese Language & Culture, and Seminar 

☒ 2 B 4:  SPECIAL PROGRAMS: International Baccalaureate Offerings:

(A) Does the district offer International Baccalaureate instruction? Yes

(B) How many schools and students participate in IB? 6

PYP: MLK (K-5), Sabin (K-5), Skyline (K-5), Vernon (K-5)

MYP: Skyline (6-8), Vernon (6-8)

DP: Cleveland (11-12), Lincoln (11-12)

(C) Is an International Baccalaureate Diploma available to students?   Yes
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2 C: SPECIAL PROGRAMS INSTRUCTION:   Teacher’s Knowledge of Students in 

Class: 

Every campus in PPS has a designated TAG facilitator who is paid an extended responsibility 

stipend to manage TAG identification & nomination, parent communication and teacher 

TAG training on campus.  The TAG Facilitator has access to student identifiers and is able to 

print out a class list of students for each teacher with TAG identified student names on a  

report.  Teachers can also identify TAG students when viewing the student data page in 

Synergy. An alert symbol indicates TAG on the identified students.  Classroom teachers are 

also able to view their students who are identified as TAG in Dashboard- a district-wide 

student information system. 

 PPS is starting to formatively assess students using the NWEA MAP assessment in the 

2018-2019 school year in math grades 3-9 and as a reading pilot in some 2nd grade 

classrooms. As the district rolls out professional development to campuses on how to read 

and use the MAP results/RIT scores to inform instruction, teachers will be able to access 

MAP student reports to identify each student’s  rate and level in tested MAP areas.  

2 D: SPECIAL PROGRAMS: TAG Students Instructional Plans: 

Currently in PPS, written TAG Instructional Personal Learning Plans are not required for the 

individual student unless requested by the parent. If a parent requests a TAG Instructional 

Learning Plan for their student, teachers are responsible for writing the plan and reviewing 

the plan with the parent(s) within 30 days of the request.   Attachment Element 2D1.  

Every campus in PPS has a campus TAG plan that is unique to their school and their 

programs. These campus TAG plans are posted on the district website and will be updated 

annually with input from TAG facilitators, campus administration, and the district TAG 

department.  

PPS has the goal to create individual instructional plans. We are dedicated to working with 

campus committees that include teachers, TAG facilitators, and parents to create individual 

instructional plans to identify learning goals and identify classroom practices that would meet 

individual TAG students learning needs.  

2 E: OPTIONAL INSTRUCTIONAL FORMATS:  MAGNET / CHOICE SCHOOLS 

and TAG ENRICHMENT 

Portland Public School District offers highly gifted student choice school transfer through an 

alternative program, ACCESS Academy, which serves students in 1st- 8th grade.  Students 

must score at the 99th percentile on one or more intellectual or academic assessment and meet 

the school’s other alternative education criteria.  Students who meet the criteria (99th 
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percentile and demonstrated need for an alternative educational placement) and apply are 

placed into a lottery. The enrollment goals for the 2019-2020 school year is 344 students.  

TAG students who attend ACCESS Academy as well as other neighborhood schools and 

choice schools participate in various enrichment programs both during the day and 

afterschool.  Some examples of enrichment include and vary from campus to campus:  

Science Fair, Oregon Writing Festival, Robotics Club, Chess Club, Saturday Academy, Reed 

Scholars Program, and mentorships, SUN After-School Program, Speech and Debate, 

Drama, Mock Trial, Honor Society, Battle of the Books, OATAG Spelling Bee, Model 

United Nations, Mathletics, and Coding Club.

 2 F: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT- INSTRUCTIONAL 

 2018-2019 school year: 

● Rate and Level Training

● Formative Assessment/MAP Training

● OATAG State Conference (optional)

2019-2020 

● Rate and Level Training

● Depth and Complexity Training

● Formative Assessment/MAP Training

● Implementing Common Core Curriculum (GVC)

● Creating Individual Instructional Plans

● Identifying Underserved Talented and Gifted Students

● OATAG State Conference (optional)

2020-2021 

● Rate and Level Training

● Formative Assessment/MAP Training

● Creating Individual Instructional Plans

● Implementing Common Core Curriculum (GVC)

● Strategies to address depth and complexity

● Flexible Grouping

● Administrator Training- Classroom look fors

● OATAG (optional)

2021-2022 

● Rate and Level Training

● Using Formative Instruction to Personalize Learning

● Creating Individual Instructional Plans
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● Implementing Common Core Curriculum (GVC)

● Administrator Training- Classroom look fors

● Strategies to address depth and complexity

● Flexible Grouping

● OATAG (optional)

2 G: COMMUNICATION WITH PARENTS:   What are the district procedures for 

communicating with parents during the following timeframes?  [OAR 581-022-1320] 

☒ 2 G 1: Prior to testing for TAG Placement – School TAG bulletin board, school

newsletter, PPS TAG website, TAG Facilitators, Fall Back to School Night, TAG

PowerPoint, 2nd Grade Universal Testing Letter to parents

☒ 2 G 2: Notification of results of testing for TAG Placement – Letter sent home to parents

from the TAG Department. TAG Facilitator and Principal receive list of student

results.

☒ 2 G 3: Explanations of the TAG services available to identified students – TAG

Facilitator, Back to School Night TAG presentation, PPS TAG website, parent/teacher

conferences

☒ 2 G 4: Explanations of the TAG learning plan, (TAG PEP), if available – TAG

Facilitator, TAG TOSAs, PPS TAG website, parent/teacher conferences

☒ 2 G 5: Opportunities for parent input into the TAG Learning Plans – Meeting with TAG

Facilitator and classroom teacher(s).

☒ 2 G 6: Explanations of “what TAG identification means” to parents of newly identified

students – TAG PowerPoint during Fall Back to School Night, PPS TAG website, TAG

Facilitator, parent/teacher conferences

☒ 2 G 7: Transition of TAG students from elementary to middle – elementary/middle

school counselors

☒ 2 G 8: Transition of TAG students from middle to high – middle/high school counselors

☒ 2 G 9: Notification to parents of option to request withdrawal a student from TAG

services – TAG Facilitator, parent/teacher conferences, TAG Department, Letter to

parents from the TAG Department and copied to digitized student cumulative folder

☒ 2 G 10: Notification of right to file a complaint concerning TAG programs or services

beginning with the district’s own complaint process. – PPS District website, PPS TAG

website, TAG Department, TAG Facilitator, Building Administrator
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ELEMENT 3:  ORS 343.397(3) and OAR 581-02201330 (1) – (3) (c) 

A STATEMENT OF DISTRICT GOALS FOR PROVIDING COMPREHENSIVE 

SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND SERVICES AND OVER WHAT SPAN OF TIME THE 

GOALS WILL BE ACHIEVED 

The Department of Talented and Gifted in Portland Public Schools is committed to 

overseeing, supporting, and monitoring (in collaboration with other departments and regional 

cohorts and school-based staff) programs and services for talented and gifted students 

district-wide.  We are committed to evaluating our processes, system, guidelines, policies, 

philosophies and innovation in order to better meet the needs of our students and guide the 

present work in a more meaningful and sustainable manner.  

PPS has five major goals for providing comprehensive TAG services across the district: 

1. TAG identification improvement- improve universal screening practices to 
automate identification and to increase identification of historically underserved 
students.

2. Professional development for staff- train TAG facilitators, teachers, and 
administrators in rate and level, depth of knowledge, classroom look fors, and 
using formative assessments to inform instruction.

3. Curriculum development- include in-depth DOK/TAG extensions and 
differentiated lessons, activities, opportunities, and projects into each GVC unit 
written in the new common core curriculum documents.

4. Use formative assessment to inform instruction-  use MAP assessment results/

RIT scores to provide personalized learning opportunities for each student.

5. Create individual instructional plans - work with campus committees that 
include teachers, TAG facilitators, and parents to create individual instructional 
plans to identify learning goals and identify classroom practices that would meet 
individual TAG students learning needs.

The following actions will be taken by PPS to meet these goals: 

Year One: January 2019- June 2020 

● Examine and evaluate the current process of identification.

● Examine and evaluate the current testing instruments.

● Create a positive and transparent narrative for TAG.  Use a variety of media to

promote, communicate and teach the community the characteristics of a TAG student

and how TAG services at the school level will be able to serve each student.
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● Foster positive and transparent communication with all stakeholders about processes, 
rules, statues, procedures and policies.

● Assist TAG Facilitators in evaluating and updating building TAG plans for each 
campus.

● Provide campus specific TAG services & implementation ideas to each principal for 
incorporation into the campus TAG plans

● Develop relational capacity between the TAG department and schools.

● Build relationships with TAG Facilitators for optimal professional development and 
solicit feedback for next steps and support.

● Provide professional development for TAG Facilitators and teachers on rate and level.

● Create professional development for TAG Facilitators and teachers related to depth 
and complexity.

● Create professional development for TAG Facilitators and teachers on identification 
of under-represented, ELL and twice-exceptional talented and gifted students.

● Collaborate with English as a Second Language Department to inform ESL 
communities about TAG identification and services.

● Communicate with school leaders and communities of underrepresented students to 
increase engagement and identification practices.

● Collaborate with the Math Department and schools to monitor and evaluate the 
process and procedures for Single Subject Acceleration in Math.

● Collaborate with the Math Department on TAG services in DLI schools.

● Encourage parents of color and under-represented communities to attend TAGAC.

● Collaborate with TAGAC regarding policies and processes.

● Develop a series of parent information nights regarding the gifted child.

● Manage and adjust TAG budget to meet the needs of TAG students.

● Participate and provide input on curriculum development to ensure the incorporation 
of depth and complexity into the district units in the PPS standard core curriculum.

● Provide formative assessment professional development.

● Examine and evaluate the ACCESS academy admission cycle for the year 2018-2019.

Year Two – June 2020- June 2021 

● Examine, evaluate and modify (if needed) the current process of identification.

● Examine and evaluate the current testing instruments for identification.

● Continue to create a positive and transparent narrative for TAG.  Use a variety of

media to promote, communicate and teach the community the characteristics of a

TAG student and how TAG services at the school level will be able to serve each

student.

● Continue to foster positive and transparent communication with all stakeholders about

processes, rules, statues, procedures and policies.
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● Provide quarterly full day professional development to TAG Facilitators on

identification, rate and level, depth of knowledge, and individual instructional plans.

● Assist TAG Facilitators in evaluating and updating building TAG plans for each

campus.

● Provide training and guidance on the creation of individual instructional plans.

● Provide building administrators “look fors” to ensure TAG strategies are being

implemented in the classroom.

● Continue to develop relational capacity between the TAG department and schools.

● Continue to build relationships with TAG Facilitators for optimal professional

development and solicit feedback for next steps and support.

● Continue to create professional development for TAG Facilitators and teachers

related to depth and complexity and evaluate effectiveness and implementation.

● Evaluate and provide continued professional development for TAG Facilitators and

teachers on identification of under-represented, ELL and twice-exceptional talented

and gifted students.

● Continue to collaborate with English as a Second Language Department to inform

and encourage ESL communities about TAG identification and services.

● Continue to communicate with school leaders and communities of underrepresented

students to increase engagement and identification.

● Collaborate with the Math Department on TAG services in DLI schools.

● Examine and evaluate ACCESS admission cycle for the year 2019-2020.

● Continue to collaborate with the Math Department and schools to monitor and

evaluate the process and procedures for Single Subject Acceleration in Math and

using MAP/RIT scores for personalized learning opportunities.

● Continue to encourage parents of color and underrepresented communities to attend

TAGAC.

● Continue to collaborate with TAGAC regarding district policies, processes, and

implementation.

● Continue to develop a series of parent information nights regarding the gifted child.

● Manage and adjust TAG budget to meet the needs of TAG students.

● Continue to collaborate and provide input on core curriculum development and PPS

core curriculum standards

Year Three – June 2021-June 2022 

● Examine, evaluate and modify (if needed) the current process of identification.

● Examine and evaluate the current testing instruments for identification. Use

demographic data over time to evaluate the increase of identification of historically

underserved students.

● Continue to create a positive and transparent narrative for TAG.  Use a variety of

media to promote, communicate and teach the community the characteristics of a
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TAG student and how TAG services at the school level will be able to serve each 

student. 

● Continue to foster positive and transparent communication with all stakeholders about

processes, rules, statues, procedures and policies.

● Assist TAG Facilitators in evaluating and updating building TAG plans for each

campus.

● Provide guidance and training on writing and implementing individual instructional

plans.

● Provide building administrators “look fors” to ensure TAG strategies are being

implemented in the classroom.

● Continue to develop relational capacity between the TAG department and schools.

● Continue to build relationships with TAG Facilitators for optimal professional

development and solicit feedback for next steps and support.

● Provide quarterly professional development for TAG Facilitators based on needs

assessments.

● Evaluate and provide continued professional development for TAG Facilitators and

teachers on identification of under-represented, ELL and twice-exceptional talented

and gifted students related to rigor and depth and complexity.

● Continue to collaborate with English as a Second Language Department to inform

and encourage ESL communities about TAG identification and services.

● Continue to communicate with school leaders and communities of underrepresented

students to increase personalized learning opportunities for students.

● Continue to collaborate with the Math Department and schools to monitor and

evaluate the process, implementation and procedures for using formative assessment

to inform instructional practices in the classrooms.

● Continue to encourage parents of color and underrepresented communities to attend

TAGAC.

● Continue to collaborate with TAGAC regarding evaluation of programming and

services.

● Continue to develop a series of parent information nights regarding the gifted child.

● Manage and adjust TAG budget to meet the needs of TAG students.

● Continue to collaborate and provide input on core curriculum units in the PPS core

curriculum standards

● Examine and evaluate ACCESS admission cycle for the year 2021-2022.
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ELEMENT 4:  ORS 343.397 (4) and OAR 581-022-1330 (1) - (3) (d) 

A DESCRIPTION OF THE NATURE OF THE SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND 

SERVICES WHICH WILL BE PROVIDED TO ACCOMPLISH THE GOALS 

For example, if the district has determined that it is not identifying underrepresented students 

at a percentage that is commensurate with the district’s outlined race and ethnicity, what 

could the district do to improve this disparity?  What special programs and/or services could 

be improved or enhanced to address this inequity? 

The Department of Talented and Gifted will evaluate the 2nd grade screening process using 

demographic data of students identified as potential TAG candidates. TAG Facilitators will 

receive professional development on the Culturally Linguistically, and Economically Diverse 

Learner Teacher Rating Scale to identify potentially gifted students who have been 

historically underserved.  By establishing local norms at the school level, we have the 

opportunity to engage students in talented and gifted education directly with an equity focus. 

Collaboration with TAGAC and other stakeholders will provide the district with input 

regarding services and programs that are meeting the needs of our talented and gifted 

students. The TAG Department will communicate directly with schools that have large 

historically underserved populations by teaming with other departments in the district to 

engage parents in identifying our unserved TAG students. The TAG Department will provide 

communication to parents of historically underserved students regarding options for talented 

and gifted programs available to our students who test in the 99th percentile.  The district will 

use data to evaluate the effectiveness of advanced course offerings at the secondary level and 

adjust as necessary.  

In an attempt to increase the identification and services provided to historically underserved 

students, PPS will be creating a systematic identification process which will be designed in 

the 2019 spring semester for implementation in the Fall of 2019. Starting in the 2019-2020 

school year,  PPS will use the Naglieri 3 for intellectual identification and spring SBAC and  

NWEA MAP (nationally and locally normed test results) assessments for identification of 

talented and gifted in the areas of Math and Reading in Grades 3-12. Universal testing will be 

done in the Fall for 2nd grade using the Naglieri 3 and the MAP assessment. Teacher and 

parent checklists and work samples may also be used for secondary evidence of 

identification.  PPS will take a systematic approach to identifying students with a barrier free 

identification process by using an opt out process for parents as opposed to an opt in through 

application.  
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 ELEMENT 5: ORS 343.397 (5) and OAR 581-022-1330 (1) - (3) (e) 

A PLAN FOR EVALUATING PROGRESS ON THE DISTRICT PLAN INCLUDING 

EACH COMPONENT PROGRAM AND SERVICE 

The Department of Talented and Gifted will evaluate its progress on TAG district goals 

based on feedback from: 

● Monthly and annual TAG Team Evaluations

● Monthly communications with schools

● Talented and Gifted Advisory Committee (TAGAC) feedback

● Professional Development surveys from TAG Facilitators meetings

● District and state assessments of TAG students

● Annual ACCESS admission cycle review

● Student outcomes including MAP growth, SBAC scores, AP/IB exam scores

● Demographic data of identified students

Attachments:   

Element 2 D- Attachment 2D1:  Blank TAG Personal Educational Plan 



TAG_Updated06/19/2018 1 

Student’s Full Name Student ID Number 

Current School Current Grade Level Birthdate 

Homeroom Teacher TAG Facilitator 

Why is the student being considered for an individual plan? Please explain. (Parent and/or School) 

What specific instructional practices have been implemented to meet the student’s rate and level? (School Only) 

Additional Notes: 

Date: _________________ 
Portland Public Schools 

K-12 Individual Instructional Plan
2018-2019 
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Student Data (School) 

Intellectual assessment/s CogAT7: Date: Other: Date: Other: Date: 

Reading assessment/s IOWA: Date: SBAC: Date: Other: Date: 

Math assessment/s IOWA: Date: SBAC: Date: Other: Date: 

Grades 

Observations and/or 
Oral responses 

Possible Content Areas for Instructional Planning (Complete at Least One Content Area) 

Rate of Learning SP: Slow pace, EP: Expected Pace, RP: Rapid Pace 

Level of Learning 1: Beginning, 2: Developing, 3: Proficient, 4: Advanced 

Content Area #1: _____________________ Rate: Level: 

Academic Goal 

Instructional Strategies 

Content Area #2: _____________________ Rate: Level: 

Academic Goal 

Instructional Strategies 

Content Area #3: _____________________ Rate: Level: 

Academic Goal 

Instructional Strategies 
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Possible Instructional Strategies/Best Practice 
 Implement appropriate placement based on data and need 
 Single Subject Acceleration in Math (Spring) 
 Whole Grade Acceleration 
 Cluster Grouping 
 Flexible Grouping 
 Compacting 
 Independent Study/Projects 
 Tiered Assignments 
 Student judges or evaluates situations, problems, or issues. 
 Student compares and contrasts ideas (e.g. analyze generated ideas). 
 Student generalized from concrete data or information to the abstract. 
 Student makes connections among carried and multiple attributes centered on one concept. 
 Student proves with evidence, judge with criteria, and/or argue. 
 Student shares original thoughts about issues or ideas in context. 
 Student explores diverse points of view to reframe ideas. 
 Student develops and elaborates on their ideas. 
 Student adds to, combines, minimizes/maximizes, and/or substitutes. 
 When higher-level thinking skills are embedded in the total school experience, students learn to apply and use these skills in other areas of their lives as well. 

Critical thinking, reasoning, reflecting, discussing, and applying new ideas are essential to characteristics of a climate of learning that encourages students to 
think on a higher level, challenge existing ideas, and entertain new possibilities for the future.  

 Student employs brainstorming techniques. 
 Student engages in problem identification and definition.  
 Student engages in solution-finding activities and comprehensive solution articulation. 
 Student gathers evidence from multiple sources through research-based techniques (e.g. print, non-print, internet, self0investigation via surveys, interviews, 

etc.). 
 Student analyzes data and represents it in appropriate charts, graphs, or tables.  
 Student make inferences from data and drawing conclusions. 
 Student determines implications and consequences. 

 Student communicates research study findings to relevant audiences in a formal report and/or presentation.  
 Signatures (Minimum 3) Agree Disagree Initial Date Follow-Up Date 

Parent/Guardian      

Parent/Guardian      

Current Teacher      

TAG Facilitator      

Principal      

Other      

Other      
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TAG STUDENTS BY GRADE



TAG: ACCESS ACADEMY
Portland Public School District offers highly gifted student 
choice school transfer through an alternative program, ACCESS 
Academy.  Students must score at the 99th percentile on one or 
more intellectual or academic assessments and meet the 
program’s other alternative education criteria.  There are 294 
students enrolled at this time. 



ACCESS DEMOGRAPHICS     
                                  2018-2019

Total Enrollment: 294

Gender: M=177  F=117
 



ACCESS DEMOGRAPHICS, cont’d

Enrollment by Grade:  
1st=9 
2nd=10
3rd=29
4th=42
5th=53
6th=50
7th=52
8th=49



ACCESS DEMOGRAPHICS, cont’d
Race: Asian=39 Black=6 Latino=21 White=189 Multiple=39



ACCESS ADMISSION PROCESS
● All students must score at the 99th percentile on one or more 

intellectual or academic assessments and meet the program’s 
other alternative education criteria are informed about the 
program and entry process

● Two part application open from Feb 8-April 25
● TAG oversees eligibility application

○ School-based team/parent input
● ETC runs a lottery for eligible applicants in May

○ Slots set by gender, priority for income eligible students
 



TAG DEPARTMENT

Aurora Terry, Senior Director CCR
aterry@pps.net

Linda Smith, Director TAG/IB
lsmith2@pps.net

Kim Bertelsen, TOSA TAG/IB
kbertelsen@pps.net 

Palmyra McLellarn, TOSA TAG/IB
pmclella@pps.net 
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Talented and Gifted (TAG) 

District Plan 

January 22, 2019

Agenda:

1. Division 22 Compliance- Corrective 
Action

2.  2019-2022 TAG District Plan
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Division 22

Portland Public Schools was required to take 
corrective action in 2018 to come into compliance 
with the Oregon State Division 22 OAR 581-022-
2500(4) which states: “The instruction provided to 
identified students shall be designed to 
accommodate their assessed levels of learning and 
accelerated rates of learning.”

Division 22- Corrective Action

● As a district we have not yet fully met District 22 requirement to 
show that we do in fact meet rate and level of TAG students in 
the instructional setting. 

● First, we must ensure that all teachers have an understanding 
about what rate and level is and how we can meet this standard 
in the classroom. This is why we recommend that we provide 
professional development about rate and level for our corrective 
action. 

● The first round of professional develop will be complete by 
January 31, 2019 bringing us into compliance with the 2018 
corrective action. 
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TAG GOALS
1. TAG identification improvement- improve 

universal screening practices to automate 
identification and to increase identification of 
historically underserved students. 

TAG GOALS

2. Professional development for staff- train 
TAG facilitators, teachers, and administrators in 
rate and level, depth of knowledge, classroom 
look fors, and using formative assessments to 
inform instruction. 
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TAG GOALS

3. Curriculum development- include in-depth 
DOK/TAG extensions and differentiated lessons, 
activities, opportunities, and projects into each 
GVC unit written in the new common core 
curriculum documents. 

TAG GOALS

4.  Use formative assessment to inform 
instruction- use MAP assessment results/RIT 
scores to provide personalized learning opportunities 
for each student. 
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TAG GOALS
5. Create individual instructional plans - work 
with campus committees that include teachers, TAG 
facilitators, and parents to create individual 
instructional plans to identify learning goals and 
identify classroom practices that would meet 
individual TAG students learning needs. 

TAG: ACCESS ACADEMY
Portland Public School District offers highly gifted student 
choice school transfer through an alternative program, ACCESS 
Academy.  Students must score at the 99th percentile on one or 
more intellectual or academic assessments and meet the 
program’s other alternative education criteria.  There are 294 
students enrolled at this time. 
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TAG DEPARTMENT

Aurora Terry, Senior Director CCR
aterry@pps.net

Linda Smith, Director TAG/IB
lsmith2@pps.net

Kim Bertelsen, TOSA TAG/IB
kbertelsen@pps.net

Palmyra McLellarn, TOSA TAG/IB
pmclella@pps.net
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